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ABSTRACT1
In this study we propose a novel variant of the vehicle routing problem, the multi-purpose vehi-2
cle routing problem. Recent developments in modular transport vehicles allow deploying multi-3
purpose vehicles which can alternately transport different kinds of flows. We solve the problem4
of assigning multi-purpose vehicles to serve a multi-commodity flow problem. Both user cost5
and operator costs are evaluated by the optimization model and special constraints to account for6
operational considerations of the exchangeable modules are introduced. We solve a series of use7
case scenarios using an exact optimization algorithm and an adaptive large neighborhood search8
algorithm. In our analysis, we compare the performance of a multi-purpose vehicle fleet to a mixed9
single-use vehicle fleet. Our findings suggest that the fleet size can be reduced by an average of10
20% - 30%, while simultaneously passenger waiting times and passenger in-vehicle times can be11
reduced by an average of 4% and 30% respectively when operating multi-purpose vehicles. The12
results of this study can be used by practitioners and policy-makers to conclude on whether the13
combination of passenger and freight demand flows in a given system will yield benefits compared14
to existing systems.15

16
17

Keywords: Public transportation, Freight transportation, Multi-purpose vehicles, Heuristic opti-18
mization19
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INTRODUCTION1
The continued trends of urbanization, increasing popularity of e-commerce shopping and the dig-2
italization of supply chain management challenge the efficiency and sustainability of the existing3
transportation systems (Savelsbergh and Woensel (1)). In addition to digitalization, self-driving4
vehicle technology and electrification, Savelsbergh and Woensel (1) stress the importance of in-5
tegrated transportation solutions to achieve efficiency and sustainability. The authors specifically6
address the concept of utilising vehicle capacities for multiple purposes.7

8
Public transportation systems and urban freight delivery operations are conventionally de-9

signed as two independent transportation systems. Public transportation systems are designed to10
satisfy the passenger demand peaks (Ceder and Wilson (2)), while logistic operations are designed11
to meet delivery times (Ropke and Pisinger (3)). In off-peak periods public transportation may12
experience unused vehicle capacity and empty-vehicle kilometers, while the urban logistics during13
the same periods are dominated by daily goods and parcel deliveries between stores, warehouses,14
and companies. For traffic safety reasons and maneuverability in urban environments these vehi-15
cles are typically small or medium-sized trucks. However, both transportation systems strive to16
efficiently satisfy the transportation needs of requests (e.g., passenger or freight items) at a specific17
time to a specific destination.18

19
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is widely studied for several decades and many vari-20

ations in problem formulation and solution algorithms have been developed. Among the latest21
developments are three problem formulations relevant to the proposed formulation in this work:22
first, the green vehicle routing problem as introduced by Asghari and Mirzapour Al-e-hashem (4),23
Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (5) and Moghdani et al. (6); second, the swap body vehicle routing24
problem (VeRoLog (7)); and third, the trailers and transshipment vehicle routing problem (Drexl25
(8)). We elaborate on the relation between the problem addressed in this study and each of those26
in the subsequent paragraphs.27

28
Due to the computational complexity of VRP problems, most researchers implement heuris-29

tic algorithms to solve large-scale problems. Chew et al. (9) develop a bi-objective genetic algo-30
rithm (GA) for the VRP and show its capability to reach improved objective values over previously31
published algorithms for the Mandl’s benchmark problems. Alizadeh Foroutan et al. (10) apply32
a similar genetic algorithm as well as a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm on the green routing33
problem. The authors show that GA converges faster, whereas SA results in better solution robust-34
ness and qualities. In (3) the adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm is presented.35
It is shown that the ALNS improves the best-known solutions for VRP problems by around 50%.36
These results are confirmed in a later study by Pisinger and Røpke (11) which show that large-37
scale neighborhood search methods lead to fast and robust convergence for complex combinatorial38
problems. Masson et al. (12) apply the ALNS on a variation of the VRP. In their variation the39
authors integrate the concept of passenger transfers into the pick-up and delivery problem.40

41
In (13) the authors present survey models and algorithms for optimizing the shared trans-42

portation of passenger and freight items. One concept for integrating multiple item types is sequen-43
tial integration. In this concept, different types of item types are transported by the same vehicle44
but at different times. Steadie Seifi et al. (14), Cochrane et al. (15) and Ozturk and Patrick (16)45
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propose different modes of operation and give examples of successful integration. This concept is1
typically applied to rail-bound transportation modes like tram, metro, or train systems. Compared2
to the simultaneous integration concepts, the sequential integration requires to physically adjust the3
vehicle for each item type. However, the combined optimization of multiple item types may still4
lead to an overall improved system as compared to the independent operation of single-purpose5
fleets. Additionally, for sequential integration of multiple item types, passenger requests are not6
mixed with e.g., freight items, which guarantees that passenger requests are not affected by the de-7
livery and pick-up of freight items. For simultaneous integration concepts freight requests would8
be mixed with passenger requests which would lead to additional stops for the vehicles, which in9
turn reduce the level of service for the passengers in this vehicle. Another advantage of sequential10
integration is the higher capacity for each demand type when exclusively served and the greater,11
which brings greater flexibility for freight items volume and weight.12

13

(a) Scania NXT vehicle concept (Scania (17)) (b) U-Shift vehicle concept (DLR (18))

FIGURE 1: Illustration of the multi-purpose vehicle concept

The system operations can be explained as follows: A vehicle operates on a route which14
starts and ends at a depot. A vehicle can either deliver goods transport passengers. One part of the15
vehicle is the platform which contains steering, engine, and battery. The second part is a functional16
module that determines what it can transport. The module can be exchanged at a depot or special17
service depots, by that changing the purpose of the vehicle (see Figure 1).18

19
The contribution of this paper can be summarized in three main parts. First, this work ad-20

dresses the research gap of sequentially integrated transportation systems for passenger and freight21
transportation on road networks. Second, the proposed problem formulation extends the existing22
research on VRP by introducing multi-vehicle purpose vehicles. Third, the problem formulation23
combines user- and operator-related cost terms in the constraints and objective.24

25
In the remainder of the paper the problem formulation and methodology are described in26

Section 3. Then the experimental design and the results are discussed in Section 4 and Section27
5, respectively. The paper closes with a critical assessment of the results, a conclusion, and an28
outlook in Section 6.29
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METHODOLOGY1
In this section the detailed problem formulation, solution algorithm and key performance indicator2
definitions are given.3

4

Proof of Concept Example5
In Figure 2 a simple hypothetical routing example is given. This example showcases the theoretical6
benefits of multi-purpose vehicles over conventional vehicles.7

8

(a) Routing solution with conventional vehicles (b) Routing solution with multi-purpose vehicles

FIGURE 2: An illustration of conventional vehicle operations and multi-purpose vehicle opera-
tions

Figure 2a showcases the optimal solution for the conventional case. This solution utilizes9
two vehicles (blue and red), one serving the freight requests, while the second vehicle serves the10
passenger requests. The vehicles have a total empty time of 30min+ 40min+ 30min+ 20min =11
120min (either leaving or returning to the depot).12

13
Utilizing the multi-purpose vehicle concept, the same requests could be served by a single14

vehicle changing its purpose at the service depots. The addition of the modularity of the vehicle15
allows serving the demand with one vehicle (blue) and the use of three modules. In addition, the16
empty kilometers can be reduced to 30min+10min+10min+20min = 70min, which indicates a17
higher utilization of the vehicle capacity.18

19
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Problem formulation1
The problem formulation uses the nomenclature and parameter settings from Table 1.2

3

TABLE 1: Nomenclature and parameter values for the multi-purpose vehicle routing problem

Notation Description Unit Value
i, j node indices - -
k platform index - -
m module type index - -
xi, j,k,m binary decision variable reflecting the use of - -

a link between nodes i and j using
platform k and module type m

ti,k time a platform starts to service a delivery task sec -
N all nodes in the graph - -
P set of platforms (fleet size) - -
M different module types (passenger and freight) - -
N+ pick-up nodes (passenger and freight) - -
N− drop-off nodes (passenger and freight) - -
Ns service depot nodes - -
N+

p pick-up nodes passenger - -
N+

f pick-up nodes freight - -
N−p drop-off nodes passenger - -
N−f drop-off nodes freight - -
No origin depot nodes - -
Nd destination depot nodes - -
ND union of origin and destination depot nodes - -
T l

i lower bound on time window for node i ∈ N sec -
T u

i upper bound on time window for node i ∈ N sec -
dp

i passenger demand at node i ∈ N+
p # -

d f
i freight demand at node i ∈ N+

f # -
cp capacity for each module transporting passenger # 10
c f capacity for each module transporting freight items # 10
ui service time at a node i ∈ N sec -
v constant travel speed km \h 20
gi, j travel time between node (i, j) ∈ N including service time sec -
wi, j travel distance between node (i, j) ∈ N m -
r number of requests (passenger and freight) # -
τ max. time between two requests min 60
κ max. fleet size # 10
tmax max. out-of time window time sec 600
ω1 max. route duration h 8
ω2 max. route range km 100
α1 travel time weight (user costs) - 0.019
α2 time window weight (user costs) - 0.038
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β1 travel distance weight (operator costs) - 0.027
β2 vehicle fleet weight (operator costs) - 10
β3 module exchange weight (operator costs) - 8.8
θ1 objective function weights for objective term 1 - -
θ2 objective function weights for objective term 2 - -
θ3 objective function weights for objective term 3 - 10000
ε1 weight 1 for soft time-window model (see. eq. 2) - 2
ε2 weight 2 for soft time-window model (see. eq. 2) - 5
- iterations - 25000
- ensemble runs - 10
- start temperature - 100
- end temperature - 0.0001
- step size - 0.001
- look back - 300
- optimality gap - 0.01

The MP-VRP can be formulated as follows. Let G = (N,A) be a directed graph where N1
is a set of nodes and A is a set of edges. N = N+

t ∪N−t ∪Ns∪ND is the union of all delivery task2
pick-up, drop-off and depot nodes, with N+

t = {n1, ...,nr} as the set of delivery task pick-up nodes,3
N−t = {nr+1, ...,n2r} as the set of delivery task drop-off nodes, Ns = {n2r+1, ...,n2r+s} as the service4
depot nodes with s as the number of service depots, and ND = No ∪Nd = {n2r+1+s, ...,n2r+s+d}5
denoting the set of depot nodes with d being the number of depot nodes. Nodes N are represented6
by natural numbers. The delivery task pick-up and drop-off nodes (N+

t and N−t ) can be subdi-7
vided into passenger and freight pick-up/drop-off nodes respectively, with N+

t = N+
p ∪N+

f and8

N−t = N−p ∪N−f . One delivery task corresponds to two nodes - one pick-up node and the corre-9
sponding drop-off node, this correspondence is achieved by sorting the pick-up and drop-off nodes.10
Hence, n1 represents the pick-up node of delivery task 1 and nr+1 is the corresponding drop-off11
node for the same delivery task. Each node has a demand di, service duration ui and request-12
specific time window (T l

i , T u
i ) assigned to. For depot nodes and service depot nodes the demand13

is set to zero. The sum of the demand for a request is zero. The service duration for packages and14
passengers, and the respective time windows are specified for each node individually.15

16
The set of all edges A is defined as A = (ni,n j) : ni,n j ∈ N, i 6= j and hence spans a fully17

connected graph. The travel time gi, j is computed based on the constant travel speed v and the18
travel distance wi, j between two nodes i, j ∈ N. We assume that each platform is driving with the19
same constant speed during its route. A route segment is defined as the path between two depots20
or the path between the pick-up and drop-off of a request.21

22
We assume that a fixed number of modules are available at each service depot at each point23

in time. Vehicles experience a service time at a service depot and a regular depot which represents24
the time needed for any loading, unloading and/or charging process. The set of all routes which25
are assigned to a platform cannot exceed the maximum range value ω . A single platform can have26
one route.27

28
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The decision variables of the problem are xi, j,k,m ∀(i, j) ∈ N, ∀k ∈ P and ∀minM, and ti,k1
∀i ∈ N and ∀k ∈ P. Here P is the set of available vehicles whether they are used or not, and κ is2
the number of elements in the set P. xi, j,k,m is a binary variable which is 1 if the node pair (i, j)3
is served by the platform k with module type m. ti,k is a positive real number which indicates the4
arrival time of vehicle platform k at node i.5

6
The mathematical computation of the soft time-window penalty is given in Equations 1 and7

2, where ε1,m and ε2,m for m∈M are adjusted to match the slope of the graph for the type of request.8
9

τ =
T u

i +T l
i

2
− ti,k (1)

ξ (ti,k,T u
i ,T

l
i ) =

{
ε1,m · τ , τ ≤ 0 m ∈M
ε2,m · τ , τ > 0 m ∈M

(2)

The objective formulation is the minimization of user cost (see Equation 4) summed with10
the operator costs (see Equation 5) and unserved requests.11

12

min
s

θ1 · z1 +θ2 · z2 +θ3 ·Nunserved
p, f (3)

The first term in the user cost is the total travel time of each request, and the second term is
the soft time window cost:

z1 = α1 ∑
i∈N+

t

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m
(
xr+i, j,k,m · ti,k− xi, j,k,m · ti,k

)
+

α2 · ∑
i∈(N+

t ∪N−t )

∑
k∈P

ξ (ti,k,T u
i ,T

l
i )

(4)

The operator cost is computed as the weighted sum of total distance traveled (first term),
the required fleet size (second term) and the module changing cost (third term):

z2 = β1 ·∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

(wi, j · xi, j,k,m)+

β2 · ∑
i∈No

∑
j∈(N+

p ∪N+
f )

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

(wi, j · xi, j,k,m)+

β3 ·∑
i∈N

∑
j∈Ns

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m

(5)

The required fleet size is computed assuming that a vehicle has to leave the depot and travel13
a distance larger than zero.14

15
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In addition to the objective function, the following constraints shape the proposed MP-1
VRP. Constraints (6)–(10) simplify the problem by setting infeasible links to zero.2

3

In the below equation (Equations 6) the departure and arrival at the same node is prohibited.
xi,i,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ N,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (6)

Equations 7 prevent movement from any node to origin nodes
xi, j,k,m = 0 ∀ j ∈ No, i ∈ N,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (7)

Equations 8 prevent movement from destination node to any node
xi, j,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ Nd, j ∈ N,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (8)

Equations 9 prevent movement from origin to service nodes
xi, j,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ No, j ∈ Ns,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (9)

Equations 10 prevent movement from service to destination nodes
xi, j,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ Ns, j ∈ Nd,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (10)

Constraints (11) and (12) guarantee that each pick-up/drop-off node is visited exactly once by any
platform.

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m = 1 ∀i ∈ (N+
t ∪N−t ), (11)

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m = 1 ∀ j ∈ (N+
t ∪N−t ), (12)

Constraint (13) ensures that a route goes from an origin node to a pick-up node or destination depot
node.

∑
i∈No

∑
j∈(N+

t ∪Nd)

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m = 1 ∀k ∈ P, (13)

Constraint (14) ensures that each route has to go from a drop-off node or origin depot node to a
destination node.

∑
i∈(No∪N−t )

∑
j∈Nd

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m = 1 ∀k ∈ P, (14)

Constraint (15) specifies that each platform must return to its origin depot.

∑
j∈(N+

t ∪Nd)

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m−

∑
j∈(No∪N−t ∪Ns)

∑
m∈M

x j,i+nD+r·2,k,t = 0 ∀k ∈ P, i ∈ No,
(15)

Constraints (16) and (17) guarantee module consistency.

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

xi, j,k,1 = 1 ∀i ∈ N+
p , (16)

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

xi, j,k,2 = 1 ∀i ∈ N+
f , (17)

Constraint (18) specifies that a service depot does not have to be visited by a platform.

∑
j∈N

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ Ns,k ∈ P, (18)
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Constraints (19) and (20) restrict the pick-up and drop-off sequence such that a drop-off node has
to be followed up by another destination for passenger and freight items respectively.

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈P

xi,h,k,1− ∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

xh, j,k,1 = 0 ∀h ∈ N+
p , (19)

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈P

xi,h,k,2− ∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

xh, j,k,2 = 0 ∀h ∈ N+
f , (20)

Constraints (21)–(24) guarantee module consistency for pick-up and delivery nodes of passenger
and freight respectively.

∑
i∈N−t

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi,h,k,m−

∑
j∈N+

t

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xh, j,k,m = 0 ∀h ∈ Ns,
(21)

∑
j∈(N+

p ∪N−p )

xi, j,k,1− ∑
j∈N

xr+i, j,k,1 = 0 ∀i ∈ N+
p ,k ∈ P, (22)

∑
j∈(N+

f ∪N−f )

xi, j,k,2− ∑
j∈N

xr+i, j,k,2 = 0 ∀i ∈ N+
f ,k ∈ P, (23)

∑
j∈N

x j,i,k,m− ∑
j∈N

xi, j,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ (N+
t ∪N−t ),k ∈ P,m ∈M, (24)

Constraints (25) and (26) define the module consistency at a service depot visit.

∑
j∈(N+

t ∪Nd)

xi, j,k,1− ∑
j∈N−t

x j,i,k,2 = 0 ∀i ∈ Ns,k ∈ P, (25)

−( ∑
j∈(N+

t ∪Nd)

xi, j,k,2− ∑
j∈N−t

x j,i,k,1) = 0 ∀i ∈ Ns,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (26)

Constraints (27) and (28) guarantee the time windows.
ti,k−T l

i ≤ tmax ∀i ∈ N,k ∈ P, (27)
T u

i − ti,k ≤ tmax ∀i ∈ N,k ∈ P, (28)
Constraint (29) guarantees consistent departure times.

ti,k +gi, j− τ · (1− xi, j,k,m)≤ t j,k ∀i, j ∈ N,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (29)
Constraint (30) ensures that each task is picked up before it is delivered.

ti,k +wi,r+i ≤ tr+i,k ∀i ∈ N+
t ,k ∈ P, (30)

Constraint (31) guarantees maximum fleet size.

∑
i∈No

∑
j∈N

∑
k∈P

∑
m∈M

xi, j,k,m ≤ κ, (31)

Equations (32) and (33) control the module capacity.

∑
i∈N+

p

∑
j∈N

∑
m∈M

(dp
i · xi, j,k,m)≤ cp ∀k ∈ P, (32)

∑
i∈N+

f

∑
j∈N

∑
m∈M

(d f
i · xi, j,k,m)≤ c f ∀k ∈ P, (33)
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Constraints (34) and (35) limit the duration of each route.
ti,k− t j,k ≤ ω1 ∀i ∈ Nd, j ∈ No,k ∈ P, (34)

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
m∈M

(wi, j · xi, j,k,m)≤ ω2 ∀k ∈ P, (35)

Constraints (36) and (37) define the decision variables.
xi, j,k,m = 0 or 1 ∀i, j ∈ N,k ∈ P,m ∈M, (36)

si,k ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N,k ∈ P (37)

Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search1
We have adjusted the adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm, originally proposed2
by (Ropke and Pisinger (3)), with problem-specific heuristics. The general outline of the ALNS3
is presented in Algorithm 1. In the first step an initial feasible solution is created, using one of4
the repair operators as all the requests are initially unserved. In the next step one destroy, and one5
repair operation is chosen using a random wheel selection. The operators are implemented as de-6
scribed in Ropke and Pisinger (19) with slight variations to match the service depot characteristics.7
Random node removal, worst node removal and path removal are the destroy operators. Greedy8
insert, best route insert, and overall best insert are the repair operators used. A new solution is9
created by applying both operations. The simulated annealing concept is executed within each10
ALNS iteration step. A solution is always accepted if the new objective value is lower or equal to11
the previous best, otherwise a solution is accepted at random. In case the new solution is accepted,12
the scores for the operators are updated based on the change in the objective function value. The13
algorithm terminates once the maximum number of iterations is reached or the variation in the14
objective function value over a iteration span is below a threshold.15

16

Parameter settings17
The values for maximum trip duration, maximum trip range and passenger/freight capacity are18
based on vehicle design parameters published by the manufacturer or the project reports. The user19
cost weights are based on a value-of-time of 7 EUR/h as mentioned in (21), the authors in (22)20
state that waiting time can be modeled with twice the in-vehicle travel time cost. The user cost21
weights are then scaled to match the problem size and to not impose a focus on the user costs. The22
travel distance weight is based on the value of travel time for passenger vehicles as reported in (23)23
and computes to 0.7 EUR/km. The module change cost is estimated based on an average salary24
of 17.6 EUR/h for a bus driver in Sweden and the assumption that one person would need approx-25
imately 30 min to switch the module. The vehicle fleet parameter is then adjusted to balance the26
operator costs. Numerical experiments tracking the convergence performance of the ALNS have27
been done to set the ALNS specific parameters. The remaining parameters are chosen based on28
general reasoning and to model realistic operations.29

30
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Algorithm 1: General outline of ALNS framework (see Pisinger and Ropke (20))
Data: passenger/freight demand, (service) depot positions, parameter settings
Result: solution (x∗) for the MD-VRP

1 create a feasible solution x, set x∗ := x;
2 repeat
3 random wheel selection for a destroy & repair neighborhood heuristic create a new

solution x′ from x using the chosen heuristics;
4 if x′ is feasible then
5 set x := x′;
6 update scores for destroy/repair heuristics;
7 evaluate simulated annealing;
8 if x is new best solution then
9 set x∗ := x;

10 end
11 else
12 continue;
13 end
14 until maximum number of iterations, or objective variation threshold;
15 return x∗

Key Performance Indicators1
To evaluate transportation scenarios and compare the vehicle types several key performance in-2
dicators (KPI) are defined. In this work we focus on the indicators of operations and energy use3
proposed by Bruzzone et al. (24). More specifically the variation of fleet size, vehicle-kilometers,4
empty vehicle-kilometers, passenger waiting and passenger in-vehicle time for conventional oper-5
ations compared with multi-purpose vehicle operations are computed.6

7

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN8
To analyze the capabilities of the multi-purpose vehicle, several experiments are preformed using9
the model described in the previous section.10

11

Scenario Definitions12
The scenarios are created by adjusting the spatial demand distribution, time window constraints,13
objective function weights and the vehicle technology. In total 54 scenarios representing different14
vehicle use cases and operations. In the following paragraphs the different scenario configurations15
are described. The analysis focuses on two main dimensions influencing the operation of the new16
vehicle concept: the temporal and the spatial distributions of the passenger and freight demand.17
Each scenario is solved twice, once using multi-purpose vehicles, and once using conventional ve-18
hicle operations. The conventional vehicle operations are modeled by disregarding service depots.19
The base demand for passenger and freight is in line with real data from the area of Stockholm,20
Sweden. For each scenario an ensemble run of 10 independent optimizations is performed, the21
best solution of which is used for the analysis.22
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1

Spatial demand distribution2
Figure 3 represents the different spatial demand distributions. In scenarios 1-18 (see Figure 3a)3
and scenarios 19-36 (see Figure 3b), the demand consists of 50 passenger and 50 freight requests.4
In scenarios 37-54 (see Figure 3c) it is 80 requests each. In scenarios 1-18 the passenger requests5
are evenly distributed over the entire service area. The spatial distribution of scenarios 19-36 from6
Table 2 represents city-wide deliveries spread evenly over the entire area of interest and passenger7
movement throughout the city. In scenarios 37-54, passenger and freight requests form spatial8
clusters. A customer can be transported between clusters, meaning pick-up and drop-off locations9
do not need to be in the same cluster.10

11

Passenger pick-up

Passenger drop-off

Freight pick-up

Freight drop-off

Depot

Service Depot

OpenStreetMap©

(a) Central representation (scenarios 1-18).

Passenger pick-up

Passenger drop-off

Freight pick-up

Freight drop-off

Depot

Service Depot

OpenStreetMap©

(b) Distributed representation (scenarios 19-36).

Passenger pick-up

Passenger drop-off

Freight pick-up

Freight drop-off

Depot

Service Depot

OpenStreetMap©

(c) Cluster representation (scenarios 37-54).

FIGURE 3: Spatial demand representation for the three different configurations.
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Time-window settings1
In total three different time window settings are implemented. Generally, wider time windows2
do not mean that deviations from the ideal arrival times are less costly, just that larger deviations3
are allowed. The first setting represents a scenario where no time window constraints are present,4
hence each customer request is not subject to a specific time. The second time window setting5
represents loose time window constraints, meaning that each request has a dedicated time for pick-6
up and drop-off, but large deviations are permissible, e.g., several hours. The distribution of the7
requests follows a peak distribution, where passenger demand is highest during the morning and8
afternoon hours and freight demand is highest during mid-day. In the last time window setting, the9
constraints are tightly defined and follow the peak distribution. All requests have an arrival time10
window of 20 min, while the departure time window is set to be unrestrictive.11

12

Objective function variation and vehicle technology13
The objective function is varied by changing the weights for each term. The user-focused configu-14
ration assumes an objective function with θ1 = 1 and θ2 = 0 focusing on the user related objective15
terms. The operator-focused configuration has θ1 = 0 and θ2 = 1, while the balanced configura-16
tion has θ1 = 1 and θ2 = 1 to weight both parts of the objective function equally. In all cases the17
weight for unserved demand remains the same.18

19
The variation in vehicle technology is achieved by disregarding the service depots. All20

other parameters stay unchanged to isolate the impact of the new vehicle technology on the results.21
22

In Table 2 an overview over the configurations of all 54 scenarios is given.23
24

TABLE 2: Scenario overview

Scenario Spatial Distribution Time-windows Focus Group Technology
1-6 Central None (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)

7-12 Central Loose peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
13-18 Central Tight peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
19-24 Distributed None (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
25-30 Distributed Loose peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
31-36 Distributed Tight peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
37-42 Cluster None (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
43-48 Cluster Loose peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
49-54 Cluster Tight peak (Balanced, User, Operator) (conv., multi-purpose)
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RESULTS1
The result section is divided into two parts. In the first part the ALNS algorithm is validated using2
CPLEX. The second part discusses the results obtained for the large scenarios.3

4

Validation of ALNS5
Small and medium-sized problems (see Figure 4) are used to validate the ALNS. For the validation6
the objective function is linearized by setting θ1 = 0. The medium-sized problem consists of three7
depots, three service depots, three freight items and four passengers, resulting in a network of 208
nodes. In Figure 4 the optimal solution for a vehicle fleet size of two is shown.9

10

Passenger pick-up

Passenger drop-off

Freight pick-up

Freight drop-off

Depot

Service Depot

FIGURE 4: Optimal solutions for fleet size of two for the medium-sized test scenario.

In Table 3 the computational results for each scenario are reported. The first number in the11
scenario column shows the scenario and the second number the maximum fleet size. Meaning that12
scenario 3.2 is the medium sized scenario (see Figure 4) with maximum of 2 vehicles. Scenarios 113
consists of one request of each type, one service depot and two depots. Scenarios 2 consists of one14
request of each type, two service depots and one depot. For the CPLEX solutions the computation15
time (tc) until obtaining the final solution, the objective function value (Obj.) and optimality gap16
(Opt. Gap) are given. For the ALNS algorithm the mean computation time (Mean. tc) until the17
end of the algorithm, the standard deviation of the computation time (tc), the objective function18
value (Obj.), the standard deviation of the objective values (Std. Obj.) and the number of optimal19
solutions from ensemble runs (Opt.) are reported.20

21
The results of the smaller and medium sized scenarios demonstrate the capabilities of the22

proposed heuristic optimization algorithm. The ALNS converges to the global optimal solutions23
as identified by CPLEX. The computation of all 25,000 iterations is slightly slower for ALNS than24
for CPLEX on the small problem. On the small problems one ALNS iteration takes approximately25
0.00005 sec, convergence is reached after latest 30 iterations. On the medium sized problems one26
ALNS iteration takes approximately 0.001 sec, convergence is reached after latest of 4774 itera-27
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TABLE 3: Evaluation of ALNS algorithm

CPLEX ALNS
Scenario tc Obj. Opt. Gap Mean. tc Std. tc Obj. Std. Obj. Opt.

Small
1.1 0.062 190.84 0 0.00100 0.00002 190.84 0.02 3
1.2 0.046 190.84 0 0.00100 0.00002 190.84 0.02 4
2.1 0.078 190.84 0 0.01241 0.01010 190.85 0.35 7
2.2 0.11 190.84 0 0.00320 0.00532 190.85 0.38 5

Medium
3.1 20.297 248.92 0 0.63543 0.58006 248.92 2.84E-14 10
3.2 99.827 248.92 0 1.15474 0.89517 248.92 9.88E-04 8
3.3 65.547 248.92 0 0.93314 0.63510 248.92 9.88E-04 9
3.4 257.687 248.92 0 1.44274 0.79072 248.92 7.98E-02 9
3.5 82.906 248.92 0 1.21314 1.64507 248.92 1.94E-01 9

tions and an average of 1200 iterations are preformed. Looking at the computation times for both1
algorithms the ALNS outperforms CPLEX. The standard deviation of the objective and the num-2
ber of computed optimal values per ensemble run show promising results. Hence, the heuristic3
optimization can be used to solve large-scale instances.4

5

Scenario analysis6
After reporting the computational aspects of the ALNS solution heuristic, this section discusses7
the scenario-specific results.8

9

Computational aspects10
The computational performance and validity of the results for the large-scale scenarios is shown11
using the convergence of selected ensemble runs, the computation times and performance metrics12
for each scenario.13

14
In Figure 5 the convergence graphs for scenarios 1, 2, 19, 20, 37, 38 are shown. The scenar-15

ios were chosen because of the greater complexity compared to the other scenarios. The absence16
of time windows and the competing objective terms result in a larger problem size and therefore17
lead to more complex optimization problems. Several aspects of the computational performance18
of the ALNS algorithm can be observed in Figure 5. First, the random initialization algorithm19
results in similar initial solutions and the variation between ensemble runs is minimal. Second, a20
fast initial convergence can be seen for all scenarios. In most cases the best solution is found after21
around 5,000 iterations. For all scenarios convergence is reached within 25,000 iterations. The22
fast initial convergence and the drops in some plots can be explained by the removal of vehicles23
from the solution. The more gradual changes in the plots are due to rearrangements of customer24
requests and resulting changes in travel times.25

26
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(a) Central scenario using conven-
tional vehicles (Scenario 1).
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(b) Distributed scenario using con-
ventional vehicles (Scenario 19).
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(c) Cluster scenario using conven-
tional vehicles (Scenario 37).
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(d) Central scenario using multi-
purpose vehicles (Scenario 2).
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(e) Distributed scenario using
multi-purpose vehicles (Scenario
20).
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(f) Cluster scenario using multi-
purpose vehicles (Scenario 38).

FIGURE 5: Convergence plots for the balanced objective function scenario without time windows.
The grey area in each Figure represents the span between worst/best objective at each iteration from
all ensemble runs. The red line in each figure is the convergence plot for the final best solution of
all ensemble runs for that scenario.

An overview of the computational metrics for all scenarios is given in Table 4. The columns1
in the table report the scenarios (compare Table 2), the mean computation time (Mean tc), the stan-2
dard deviation of computation time (Std. tc), the objective value (Obj.), the mean deviation of3
the objective values (Mean. Dev.) and the number of near-optimal solutions from ensemble runs4
(Opt.). The number of solutions considered near-optimal is determined with a threshold of 1% in5
relation to the best achieved solution. The reported time is the time from problem initialization6
until the final solution is computed for the first time. The total computation time until final con-7
vergence, is around 40 min for the central and distributed spatial scenarios, and around 60 min for8
scenarios with clustered demand.9

10
On average, the final best solution is found after approximately 917 sec. The fastest com-11

putation time is 180 sec for scenario 20, and the slowest is 1224 sec for scenario 3. This variation12
in computation time is large and therefore it is good practice to set conservative convergence cri-13
teria. The standard deviation with respect to the mean of the ensemble solutions ranges mostly14
between 0.2% and 4%, indicating a robust overall convergence performance. However, several15
scenarios have a higher deviation (e.g., scenarios 27, 45 and 48). Most of these scenarios have16
loose time-window constraints which indicates the higher complexity of said scenarios. Despite17
the complexity of the problem the objective values for several scenarios lie within 1% which indi-18
cates a good performance of the ALNS.19
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TABLE 4: Computational Results

Scenario Mean. tc Std. tc Mean. Dev. Opt. Scenario Mean. tc Std. tc Mean. Dev. Opt.
1 1070.90 356.49 0.45 5 28 813.06 568.47 11.05 1
2 770.91 492.50 0.68 5 29 588.61 408.33 2.19 2
3 1224.85 334.06 0.25 8 30 711.66 458.45 2.74 1
4 897.24 571.78 0.20 4 31 1030.54 358.40 2.49 1
5 1039.91 323.85 0.30 7 32 1092.64 415.64 2.68 1
6 650.01 395.04 2.57 2 33 1045.94 334.06 2.23 3
7 782.93 444.55 2.71 1 34 853.32 535.82 4.50 1
8 465.25 257.18 5.22 1 35 829.90 426.82 1.47 3
9 1130.77 362.00 5.82 4 36 712.19 504.01 1.17 1

10 924.37 316.88 2.74 4 37 1201.33 261.08 1.73 3
11 607.64 356.60 1.86 2 38 1123.08 477.30 0.81 1
12 969.02 392.02 4.00 1 39 937.50 30.97 1.46 1
13 1037.40 383.53 3.06 1 40 1016.45 313.69 1.31 3
14 697.22 486.66 3.22 2 41 1133.71 387.17 0.26 7
15 975.97 469.34 11.24 1 42 1144.48 358.33 1.07 3
16 776.55 342.22 7.24 2 43 928.72 429.77 4.18 1
17 1030.73 303.80 0.94 3 44 797.58 993.37 5.01 1
18 735.83 481.77 2.28 1 45 1148.60 327.25 18.86 1
19 1043.14 517.96 0.71 4 46 721.94 455.67 2.54 3
20 180.62 180.44 0.81 1 47 1004.62 375.93 4.99 1
21 1222.45 376.40 0.25 6 48 940.88 363.30 20.19 1
22 705.00 334.19 14.71 1 49 936.33 407.12 2.54 1
23 953.07 492.57 1.53 1 50 968.06 527.80 2.77 3
24 948.65 410.80 2.29 2 51 1074.69 597.75 2.86 1
25 814.70 370.09 3.07 2 52 957.93 451.79 6.98 2
26 1030.36 542.79 7.30 1 53 1113.12 311.10 2.26 2
27 1106.43 285.05 14.11 1 54 911.81 443.00 3.81 1

Impact of spatial distribution and time-window constraints1
The focus lies on comparing conventional vehicle technology and multi-purpose vehicles. In the2
upper half of Table 5 the different cost terms and total costs for different scenarios are shown in3
EUR. The weights attached to the objective terms for all the scenarios analyzed in this section4
are balanced. As a first observation it can be said that the total costs for the two different vehicle5
technologies are similar. In addition, the operator and user costs are within the same magnitude6
under both scenarios, considering the variation in the ensemble solutions these differences are neg-7
ligible. Notwithstanding, a further investigation reveals that these overall similar costs result from8
different cost composition with opposite effects that cancel-out each other. The deployment of9
multi-purpose vehicles results in an decrease in fleet size but at the cost of exchanging modules,10
with almost unchanged vehicle kilometers this is leading to constant overall operator cost. Simi-11
larly, it results in a reduction in passenger waiting and in-vehicle time while an increase in freight12
waiting time leads to a constant overall user cost.13
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TABLE 5: Objective values [EUR] for varied spatial distribution/time-window settings and varied
objective functions

Operator Cost User cost Total cost
conv multi conv multi conv multi

central
no tw 817 905 13799 13784 14616 14690
loose 917 949 1379 1398 2297 2348
tight 731 755 134 120 865 876

distributed
no tw 908 1012 13316 13507 14224 14519
loose 856 865 951 1080 1807 1946
tight 740 747 145 138 885 886

cluster
no tw 1593 1618 21040 21102 22633 22721
loose 1208 1226 1478 2211 2686 3437
tight 1246 1032 235 526 1482 1559

central
user 1464 1359 68 58 68 58
oper 213 621 641 212 213 621

balanced 731 755 134 120 865 876

distributed
user 625 1481 333 70 333 70
oper 617 642 324 328 617 642

balanced 740 747 145 138 885 886

cluster
user 943 2390 484 130 484 130
oper 1226 963 227 428 1226 963

balanced 1246 1032 235 526 1482 1559
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1
Another observation is that the scenarios with centralized and distributed requests are simi-2

lar in their cost structures. In contrast, scenarios with clustered requests lead to higher operator and3
user costs and consequently higher total costs. This is expected because of longer travel distances4
between the clusters and overall, more requests in the scenario. There is also a trend that stricter5
time window constraints lead to lower objective values. This is mainly because of a reduction in6
user costs. The operator costs follow a similar trend, i.e., a reduction due to stricter time windows.7
This is due to the balanced objective terms. Since loose time window constraints allow for many8
more feasible solutions with similar user costs, the overall best solution will be utilizing the least9
operator costs. In other words, the operator term has more impact on improving the total cost and10
the best solutions reduce the operator cost more than the user cost. In strict time window scenar-11
ios, the opposite is true: the order of requests is mainly determined by time window penalties and12
waiting time costs.13

14
In Figure 6a the relative changes for each KPI are shown. The analysis is done for the sce-15

narios in the upper half of Table 5. First, the fleet size is reduced due to the use of multi-purpose16
vehicles. However, this comes at the cost of additional module changes which range between17
2-5 for the different scenarios. Second, the vehicle kilometers slightly increase in most scenar-18
ios except for clustered requests. In absolute numbers the total kilometers traveled increased by19
50-100km for multi-purpose vehicles compared to conventional vehicles. The empty-vehicle kilo-20
meters can be reduced for clustered scenarios. This reduction is however not as prominent for21
distributed and centralized requests. In terms of the user-related KPIs, the waiting time can be re-22
duced through the use of multi-purpose vehicles for tight and loose time window formulations. In23
absolute numbers the average reduction translates to several minutes per passenger. Additionally,24
the in-vehicle time for multi-purpose vehicles is shorter than for conventional vehicles except for25
clustered scenarios.26

27

Impacts of objective function specification28
The focus in this section lies on the comparison between conventional vehicle technology and29
multi-purpose vehicles. In the lower half of Table 5 the different cost terms and total costs for30
different scenarios and objective function specifications are shown in EUR.31

32
Like the observations in the previous section, the total costs are similar for the different33

technologies. For user-focused scenarios there are lower costs for multi-purpose vehicles. This34
can be explained by shorter waiting times and shorter in-vehicle times. Furthermore, higher total35
costs can be seen for operator-focused scenarios. This can be explained by the increase in vehicle36
kilometers and the additional costs for module changes, which in combination outweigh the bene-37
fits yielded from reducing the fleet size.38

39
Figure 6b shows the relative changes for each KPI when deploying multi-purpose vehicles.40

A general trend of a reduced fleet size in comparison to conventional vehicles can be seen, es-41
pecially for operator focused designs this can lead to a reduction of ca. 60%. This specification42
results in many module changes canceling out some of the advantages. The vehicle kilometers43
stay almost unchanged indicating good positioning of the service depots. Because of this the also44
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FIGURE 6: Relative change in KPI for different scenarios compared to conventional vehicles

the empty kilometers can be reduced. This is especially true for clustered and central scenarios.1
The distributed request scenarios are an exception where the reduction in fleet size does not lead2
to reduced vehicle kilometers and empty kilometers. Throughout most scenarios a slight decrease3
in passenger in-vehicle time and passenger waiting time is recorded. Hence, leading to lower user4
costs for multi-purpose vehicle operations.5

6
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION1
In this study a new vehicle technology for urban logistics and urban passenger transport is ex-2
amined with focus on the sequential consolidation of passenger and freight flows in urban envi-3
ronments. The paper proposes an extension of the vehicle routing problem to model the novel4
constraints of said modular vehicle type. We demonstrate the capability of a the heuristic ALNS5
optimization algorithm to solve the routing problem for large-scale scenarios. The results of this6
study can be used by practitioners and policymakers to conclude on whether the combination of7
passenger and freight demand flows in each system will yield benefits compared to existing sys-8
tems. The results of our experiments for small, medium, and large size scenarios showed that an9
average fleet size reduction of 20% - 30% can serve the same demand level and demand pattern10
when deploying multi-purpose vehicles instead of conventional vehicles. At the same time, the11
waiting time and in-vehicle time for passengers could in some scenarios be improved, indicating12
an improved level of service for users. Notwithstanding, no significant reduction of the overall13
total cost could be identified due to counteracting effects related to operator and user costs being14
canceled out. We conclude thus that the exact benefits of a real-world deployment of the new15
multi-purpose vehicle technology depend on the cost structure, and the importance attached by the16
operators to different system design objectives.17

18
Our study is subject to several limitations affecting the scalability of the model and gener-19

ality of the results reported. The computation time of the ALNS can solve problems of around 100-20
200 requests within reasonable time, however for larger-scale deployments the proposed heuristic21
algorithm needs to be improved. Additionally, the location and costs structures of depots and22
vehicle operations influence the generality of the results. Nevertheless, the proposed modelling23
framework and optimization algorithm are generic and can be tuned by specifying the input pa-24
rameters.25

26
The proposed research can be extended by integrating mixed-fleet properties (i.e., different27

vehicle sizes) for urban freight transport studies. Additionally, the (service-) depot positioning28
problem could be considered to determine this strategic location decision.29

30
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